
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

MANAGEMENT 

WORKING THE WIND  
Practice Regimen 

 

Windy conditions are prevalent in the game of golf. Texas and the ‘Central South’, almost all of 

it, has seasonally prevailing winds that talk to us more often than not! 

 

So we either adjust and live with ‘Mother Nature’ or fall into the trap of becoming a 

‘Complainer’ and accept higher scores when the ‘Environment’ is inclement. The argument or 

rationelle is that each member of the foursome has to fight the same issues, so it all comes out in 

the wash. That may be true but why accept it as ‘The Norm’? Strive to overcome and excel. 

 

Learn to hit ‘Stingers’ so you can ‘Play Under & Around The Wind’. We call these our ‘Go To 

Shots’. A golfer who can keep the ‘Driver Under The Wind’ is blessed. There are simple ‘555 

Procedural Protocols’ that enable our managing the environmental anomalies. Your ‘555 Team’ 

can provide any and all of this advice if you so desire. It is on our website and we are always 

here for YOU … 24/7 via e-mail or i-phone. 

 

When the wind blows, don’t hide from it. Go to your driving range and work with it.  

 

For a ‘Head or Tail Wind’, go to the very outside of the range, left or right, within a couple yards 

of the netting or fence. Work hard to keep your ‘Ball Flight’ right down the line. If you are a 

right-handed ‘Fader / Slicer’, work the ‘Right or Low Energy Side’. Failure to make proper 

strikes will promptly tell you all about your swing errors.  

 

For a ‘Cross Wind’, say ‘Right To left’ when you are a ‘Right Hander’, set-up and practise from 

the ‘Up Wind or Right Side’ of the range. That is a ‘Cut Wind’. If you make a ‘Cut Fade or 

Slice’, you shall strike the netting. If you so desire, you can work the ‘Left Side’ and strive to 

‘Hold Your Line’ with a ‘Cut Fade’, preventing ‘Right To Left’ ball flight movement.  

 

Be resourceful and inventive! 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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